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Simulation of Stand-to-Sit Biomechanics
for Robotic Exoskeletons and Prostheses
with Energy Regeneration
Brokoslaw Laschowski, Student Member, IEEE, Reza Sharif Razavian, and John McPhee

Abstract — Previous studies of robotic exoskeletons and prostheses with regenerative actuators have focused on level-ground
walking. Here we analyzed the lower-limb joint mechanical power
during stand-to-sit movements using inverse dynamics to estimate
the biomechanical energy available for electrical regeneration.
Nine subjects performed 20 sitting and standing movements while
lower-limb kinematics and ground reaction forces were measured.
Subject-specific body segment parameters were estimated using
parameter identification. Joint mechanical power was calculated
from joint torques and rotational velocities and numerically integrated over time to estimate the joint biomechanical energy. The
hip produced the largest peak negative mechanical power (1.8 ±
0.5 W/kg), followed by the knee (0.8 ± 0.3 W/kg) and ankle (0.2 ±
0.1 W/kg). Negative mechanical work from the hip, knee, and ankle joints per stand-to-sit movement were 0.35 ± 0.06 J/kg, 0.15 ±
0.08 J/kg, and 0.02 ± 0.01 J/kg, respectively. Assuming known regenerative actuator efficiencies (i.e., maximum 63%), robotic exoskeletons and prostheses could regenerate ~26 Joules of electrical
energy while sitting down, compared to ~19 Joules per walking
stride. Given that these regeneration performance calculations are
based on healthy young adults, future research should include seniors and/or rehabilitation patients to better estimate the biomechanical energy available for electrical regeneration.
Index Terms — biomechanics; efficiency; exoskeletons; prosthetics; wearable robotics

I. INTRODUCTION

O

VER 12 million people in the United States alone have
mobility impairments resulting from stroke, spinal cord injury, and other neuromusculoskeletal conditions [1]. There are
~2 million Americans with limb amputations [2]. These numbers are expected to increase with the aging population and
growing incidences of cancer and diabetes [1]-[3]. Fortunately,
robotic exoskeletons and prostheses can help mobility-impaired
individuals to perform movements that involve net positive mechanical work (e.g., sit-to-stand) by mimicking their amputated
or unimpaired biological muscles [4]-[9]. However, these robotic assistive technologies typically require significant electrical power and large onboard batteries to facilitate daily func-
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tioning [5]-[6], [10]-[11]. For instance, most robotic knee prostheses under research and development consume 43 ± 30 W of
electricity during level-ground walking; provide only 3.1 ± 2.2
hours of maximum operation; and weigh 4.0 ± 1.1 kg [4], [6].
Similarly, most robotic lower-limb exoskeletons provide only
1-5 hours of maximum operation [1]. Portable electricity has
been considered one of the leading challenges to developing robotic exoskeletons for real-world environments [1], [10]-[11].
Barring advances in energy storage devices, research into energy-efficient biomechatronic design and control systems is
warranted.
Energy regeneration is a potential solution to the aforementioned shortcomings. Human joints can provide both negative
mechanical power (braking) and positive mechanical power
(motoring) [12]. During level-ground walking, the knee joint
resembles a damper mechanism, performing net negative mechanical work via energy dissipation, and the ankle joint resembles an actuating motor, performing net positive mechanical
work and generating forward propulsion [5], [10]-[12]. These
human walking biomechanics are illustrated in Fig. 1. Similar
to regenerative braking in electric and hybrid electric vehicles
[13]-[14], several robotic exoskeletons and prostheses have
used regenerative actuators to convert the otherwise dissipated
joint biomechanical energy during negative work movements
into electrical energy by reversing the direction of operation [5],
[15]-[30]. Such bidirectional power flow during motoring and
generating operations requires backdriveable actuator-transmission systems with low mechanical impedance [31]-[36].
These energy-efficient powertrains can allow for lighter
onboard batteries and/or extend the operating durations between recharging. Decreasing the onboard battery weight can
also help minimize 1) the metabolic power consumption during
walking, and 2) discomfort from excessive tugging on the human-prosthesis interface [2].
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sitions in global coordinates. Active marker systems are generally considered the gold standard in human movement biomechanics [47]. The motion capture cameras and force plates were
sampled at 100 Hz and 300 Hz, respectively. For tracking individual body segment positions in the sagittal plane, virtual
markers were digitized overlying palpable anatomical landmarks on the right lower-limb, including the lateral malleolus,
lateral femoral and tibial condyles, and greater trochanter.
These marker positions correspond with those recommended by
the International Society of Biomechanics [47]. This research
study was approved by the University of Waterloo Office of
Research Ethics.

Fig. 1 Hip, knee, and ankle joint mechanical power per walking stride,
normalized to total body mass. Data were taken from Winter [12]. The
uncertainties are ± one standard deviation across different subjects
(n=19). The trajectories begin and end with heel-strike.

Previous studies of robotic exoskeletons and prostheses with
regenerative actuators have focused exclusively on levelground walking applications [15]-[30], [33], [37]-[39]. However, prospective users of these assistive technologies typically
walk slower (e.g., ~24% reduction from 25 to 75 years age) and
take fewer steps/day (e.g., ~75% reduction from 60 to 85 years
age) [3], therein limiting the potential for electrical regeneration
from level-ground walking. In contrast, sitting and standing
movements are considered more applicable daily activities of
mobility-impaired individuals [3]. For reference, healthy young
adults perform ~60 sitting and standing movements each day
[40]. Although several robotic exoskeletons and prostheses
have been designed and evaluated for sitting and standing
movements [7]-[9], [40]-[46], these devices did not include regenerative actuators. Regenerating energy while sitting down
represents an unexplored and potentially viable method to supplementing that from level-ground walking. Motivated to find
new opportunities for energy savings, we analyzed the lowerlimb joint mechanical power during stand-to-sit movements using inverse dynamic simulations to estimate the biomechanical
energy available for electrical regeneration.

B. Data Processing
Missing marker data were estimated using cubic spline interpolations. The ankle and hip joint centers were assumed at the
lateral malleolus and greater trochanter markers, respectively.
The estimated knee joint center was the midpoint between the
lateral femoral and tibial condyle markers [47]. Piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolating polynomials were used to resample and
time-normalize the kinematic measurements. Average line vectors between the ankle and knee joint centers, and knee and hip
joint centers, defined the shank and thigh body segment lengths,
respectively. Inverse kinematics converted the marker positions
to joint coordinates through vector algebra. The ankle angle was
the angle between the shank and horizontal axis (see Fig. 3).
The relative angle between the shank and thigh segments defined the knee angle. Given the relative rotations between the
pelvis and head-arms-trunk (HAT) segment, the measured pelvis marker-cluster rotations differed from HAT segment rotations. Therefore, the HAT segment was assumed vertical when
standing (initial posture) and seated (final posture) and the pelvis angle rotations were assumed to progress linearly throughout the movement. The relative angle between the thigh and
HAT segments defined the hip angle. Joint angles were filtered
using a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter with 5 Hz cut-off

II. METHODS
A. Motion Capture Experiments
Nine subjects were recruited and provided informed written
consent (height: 180 ± 4 cm, body mass: 78 ± 7 kg, age: 25 ± 3
years, sex: male). Each subject performed 20 sitting and standing movements while lower-limb kinematics and ground reaction forces were measured using motion capture cameras and
force plates, respectively (see Fig. 2). Different force plates
were used to experimentally measure the ground reaction forces
underneath the seat and feet. The seat height was ~46 cm. The
motion capture cameras (Optotrak, Northern Digital Incorporation, Canada) provided 3D measurements of active marker po-

Fig. 2 Photographs of the biomechanical measurements of stand-to-sit
movements with motion capture cameras and force plates.
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Fig. 3 2D human biomechanical model including hip, knee, and
ankle joints and HAT, thigh, and shank body segments.

frequency and zero-phase digital filtering [12]. The joint rotational speeds and accelerations were calculated by numerically
differentiating the joint angles.
Similar to previous research [41], the pelvis translational velocities, which were estimated from the marker-cluster shown
in Fig. 2, were used to segment the sitting and standing movement durations. These kinematic measurements were filtered
using a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter with 3 Hz cut-off
frequency, and zero-phase digital filtering and moving average
smoothing filtering. The sitting and standing movement durations were segmented when the pelvis translational velocities
exceeded a percentage of their maximum values, which were
estimated through trial-and-error simulations. The force plate
measurements were filtered using a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter with 30 Hz cut-off frequency, and zero-phase digital filtering. Piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomials
were used to time-normalize the force plate measurements.
C. Biomechanical Model Design
The human biomechanical system was dynamically modelled using MapleSim (Maplesoft, Canada). The biomechanical
model comprised a 2D sagittal-plane, inverted triple-pendulum
with shank, thigh, and HAT rigid body segments (see Fig. 3).
Since the foot marker position remained relatively unchanged
throughout the sitting and standing movements (i.e., maximum
horizontal and vertical displacements of ~1.27 cm and ~0.7 cm,
respectively), the foot segment was modelled as fixed to the
ground. The ankle, knee, and hip were modelled as revolute
joints. Biological passive joint torques, including stiffness and
damping, were ignored since we assumed ideal joints for modelling an exoskeleton or prosthetic system. The biomechanical
model had three degrees-of-freedom and was mathematically
represented by three generalized coordinates with zero algebraic constraints. Assuming the foot segment was fixed to the
ground and had relatively small mass, the ground reaction
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forces underneath the feet corresponded with the ankle joint reaction forces, and the ground reaction moments were offset by
the ankle position relative to the center of pressure (COP). The
measured ground reaction forces underneath the seat were applied to the biomechanical model buttocks when seated.
MapleSim automatically generated the multibody system equations symbolically using linear graph theory, therein enabling
computationally efficient dynamic simulations.
D. Simulation and Parameter Identification
The biomechanical model was driven using the experimental
joint kinematics and seat forces. The ankle, knee, and hip joint
torques (τ), and the ground reaction forces and moment underneath the feet, were calculated from inverse dynamics. In conventional “bottom-up” inverse dynamics, the joint reaction
forces and torques are solved segment-by-segment (i.e., starting
from ground and moving sequentially upward). Therefore, the
calculated forces and accelerations on the final body segment
(HAT) do not satisfy the dynamic equations because of errors
in kinematics, system parameters, and/or unmodeled dynamics
[48]-[49]. In contrast, our biomechanical model was driven using the measured joint kinematics in a multibody dynamics simulation and therefore can be considered more dynamically consistent. Specifically, the simulated ground reaction forces from
inverse dynamics were compared with those experimentally
measured, and the body segment inertial parameters were concurrently optimized to minimize the differences. Although human body segment parameters can be estimated using medical
imaging [50]-[51] and/or anthropometric proportions from cadaver research [52], we used system parameter identification
for better dynamical consistency. The parameter identification
involved using constrained nonlinear programming (Fmincon,
MATLAB) and an interior-point algorithm to estimate the subject-specific body inertial segment parameters (i.e., mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia). The optimization searched
for the parameters that minimized the sum of squared differences in the ground reaction forces (GRF) and moments (GRM)
between the experimental measurements (m) and inverse dynamic simulations (s) at each time step (i). The optimization
multiobjective cost function was:
1

J = ∑i w1 (GRFm [i] − GRFs [i])2 × (BM)2 +
2

1

∑i w2 ((GRMm [i] + GRMoffset ) − GRMs [i]) × (H×BM)2

(1)

where the two-dimensional GRF vector included both the horizontal (GRFx) and vertical (GRFy) components, the GRM was
around the z-axis, BM was body mass, coefficient H = 1 meter,
and GRMoffset compensated for the distance between the ankle
and foot center of pressure according to {GRM offset = GRFy x
COPx - GRFx x COPy} with COPx and COPy being the estimated average positions of the foot center of pressure relative
to the ankle joint. The optimization variables were the shank,
thigh, and HAT segment mass, center of mass, and moment of
inertia. Other variables included “seatoffset” and the COPx.
Seatoffset was the distance between the biomechanical model buttocks (i.e., vertical seat force point-of-application) and the hip
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Fig. 4 Flow diagram of the experimental and computational methods, including the biomechanical measurements, inverse kinematic and dynamic analyses,
and system parameter identification. The nomenclatures are defined in the text.

joint center. The COP position moved underneath the base of
support. However, the ground reaction forces were not used to
drive the biomechanical model but rather to validate the system
identification. The best average position (denoted as parameter
COPx in the optimization) was found using our system parameter identification. The COPy was the ankle marker height. The
optimization was constrained by setting 1) lower and upper
bounds on the individual variables, and 2) the sum body segment masses equaled to the measured total body mass. Initial
guesses were taken from human anthropometrics and/or were
the midpoints between the upper and lower bounds. Each term
in the optimization had equal weights. The stopping criteria for
the step size and objective function changes were both 1e-8 between iterations. Our experimental and computational methods
are summarized in Fig. 4. Once the optimal system parameters
were found, the joint mechanical power was calculated from net
joint torques and rotational speeds (PJ = J ⋅ ̇ J ) and numerically integrated over time to estimate the joint biomechanical
energy.

values were 0.7 ± 0.1 Nm/kg, 1.1 ± 0.3 Nm/kg, and 0.4 ± 0.1
Nm/kg. The calculated hip, knee, and ankle joint mechanical
power while sitting down are shown in Fig. 7. The hip produced
the largest peak negative mechanical power (1.8 ± 0.5 W/kg),
followed by the knee (0.8 ± 0.3 W/kg) and ankle (0.2 ± 0.1
W/kg). Negative mechanical work from the hip, knee, and ankle
joints per stand-to-sit movement were 0.35 ± 0.06 J/kg, 0.15 ±
0.08 J/kg, and 0.02 ± 0.01 J/kg, respectively. Subjective feedback from participants indicated that performing stand-to-sit
movements were significantly more challenging than sit-tostand movements, particularly from a balance control perspective. The experimental and simulated biomechanical data were
uploaded to IEEE DataPort and are publicly available for download at https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/measurement-andsimulation-human-sitting-and-standing-movement-biomechanics. Prospective users of the biomechanical dataset are requested to reference this paper.

III. RESULTS
The movement trajectories were time-normalized to facilitate
between and within subject averaging. Fig. 5 shows the calculated hip, knee, and ankle joint angles during the stand-to-sit
movements from the inverse kinematics analysis. Note that decreasing joint angles represented hip flexion, knee extension,
and ankle dorsiflexion, while increasing joint angles represented hip extension, knee flexion, and ankle plantar flexion.
The uncertainties are ± one standard deviation across each subject (n=9) and trial (20 trials/subject), therein amounting to 180
total trials. There were minor variations in the joint kinematics
between and within subjects, as demonstrated by the small
standard deviations.
Fig. 6 shows the calculated hip, knee, and ankle joint torques
from the inverse dynamic simulations; the corresponding peak

Fig. 5 Hip, knee, and ankle joint angles during stand-to-sit movements
from inverse kinematics. The uncertainties are ± one standard deviation
across different subjects (n=9) and trials (20 trials/subject).
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Fig. 6 Hip, knee, and ankle joint torques during stand-to-sit movements
from inverse dynamics, normalized to total body mass. The uncertainties
are ± one standard deviation across different subjects (n=9) and trials (20
trials/subject).

Fig. 7 Hip, knee, and ankle joint mechanical power during stand-to-sit
movements, normalized to total body mass. The uncertainties are ± one
standard deviation across different subjects (n=9) and trials (20 trials/subject).

IV. DISCUSSION
Regenerative actuators can improve the energy-efficiency
and extend the operating durations of robotic exoskeletons and
prostheses by converting the otherwise dissipated joint biomechanical energy during negative work movements into electrical energy for battery recharging, hence the term regenerative
braking. However, these energy-efficient powertrains have
been exclusively designed and evaluated for level-ground walking applications [15]-[30], [33], [37]-[39]. Building on previous
research, we analyzed the lower-limb joint mechanical power
during stand-to-sit movements using inverse dynamic simulations to estimate the biomechanical energy available for electrical regeneration during locomotor activities considered more
applicable to aging and rehabilitation populations [3] (e.g.,
some individuals with severe mobility impairments perform no
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locomotor activities other than sit-to-stand and stand-to sit
movements for wheelchair transfers).
The simulated peak negative mechanical power from the hip,
knee, and ankle joints were 1.8 ± 0.5 W/kg, 0.8 ± 0.3 W/kg, and
0.2 ± 0.1 W/kg, respectively. In comparison, previous experimental measurements with robotic prostheses reported 0.7-0.8
W/kg peak knee joint mechanical power during sitting and
standing movements [40], [45]. The strong quantitative agreement between the simulated (0.8 ± 0.3 W/kg) and experimental
(0.7-0.8 W/kg) [40], [45] peak knee joint mechanical powers
supported the model validation. The model validation was further corroborated by relatively good agreements in peak knee
joint torques between our biomechanical simulations (1.1 ± 0.3
Nm/kg) and previous experimental research on robotic exoskeletons and prostheses for sitting and standing movements (0.81.0 Nm/kg) [40],[42]-[44]. Note that these joint torques are high
enough to dynamically backdrive an actuator-transmission system (e.g., requiring 1-3 Nm backdrive torque) [32]-[34], [36]
and therefore capable of regenerating electrical energy while
sitting down.
The hip performed the most negative mechanical work during stand-to-sit movements (0.35 ± 0.06 J/kg), followed by the
knee (0.15 ± 0.08 J/kg) and ankle (0.02 ± 0.01 J/kg). Although
the hip performed the most negative mechanical work, and
therefore has the greatest potential for electrical regeneration,
most robotic exoskeletons and prostheses with regenerative actuators have focused on knee-centered designs [15]-[20], [22][30], [33], [37]-[39]. Fig. 8 shows our regenerative powertrain
system model. A standard electric motor converts electrical
power (VI) to mechanical power (̇ ). However, when backdriven, the motor operates like an electric generator, converting
mechanical power to electrical power. Regenerative actuator efficiency () is defined as the percentage of mechanical-to-electrical power conversion. Assuming an 80-kg user and known
regenerative actuator efficiencies ( = maximum 63%) [19],
[25]-[26], [53]-[54], robotic exoskeletons or prostheses could
theoretically regenerate ~26 Joules of total electrical energy
while sitting down. Backdriving the same regenerative actuator
using Winter’s walking data [12], ~19 Joules of electrical energy could be regenerated per stride. Note that these regeneration performance calculations assume 1) bidirectionally symmetric and constant (i.e., torque and velocity independent) actuator efficiencies, 2) losses only from the actuator-transmission system (i.e., Joule heating and friction), and 3) electrical
regeneration over the entire negative joint mechanical power
range. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the individual joint biomechanical energies during level-ground walking and stand-to-sit
movements, respectively.
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Table 1. Hip, knee, and ankle joint mechanical work per walking stride
[12]. The results are averages across different subjects (n=19) and
normalized to total body mass (J/kg). “Total Work” is the combined
biomechanical energies from each joint and “Net Joint Work” is the net
lower-limb joint mechanical work performed on the system.

Hip Joint
Knee Joint
Ankle Joint
Total Work

Positive
Work
0.130
0.074
0.313
0.517

Negative
Work
-0.049
-0.223
-0.110
-0.382

Net Joint
Work
0.081
-0.149
0.203
0.135

Table 2. Hip, knee, and ankle joint mechanical work per stand-to-sit
movement. The results are averages across different subjects (n=9) and
trials (20 trials/subject) and normalized to total body mass (J/kg). “Total
Work” is the combined biomechanical energies from each joint and “Net
Joint Work” is the net lower-limb joint mechanical work performed on
the system.

Hip Joint
Knee Joint
Ankle Joint
Total Work

Positive
Work
0.038
0.001
0.011
0.050

Negative
Work
-0.347
-0.147
-0.022
-0.516

Net Joint
Work
-0.309
-0.146
-0.011
-0.466

Integrating the positive mechanical power curves in Fig. 1
provides insight into the energetic requirements (battery consumption) of robotic exoskeletons and prostheses during levelground walking. Based on these calculations, human walking
requires ~0.52 J/kg total positive lower-limb joint mechanical
work per stride to generate forward propulsion, which equates
to ~66 Joules of electrical energy, assuming an 80-kg user and
the aforementioned regenerative powertrain system model. Using a single rechargeable lithium-ion battery (e.g., 2.6 Ah and
24 V with a total battery capacity of 224,640 Joules) [21], robotic exoskeletons and prostheses could theoretically walk
~3,404 steps per battery charge. The operating durations could
therefore be extended by an additional ~40% (i.e., ~1,376 additional steps for 4,780 total steps) from energy regenerated during level-ground walking, and by an additional ~0.7% (i.e., ~24
additional steps for 3,428 total steps) from energy regenerated
during stand-to-sit movements, assuming 60 repetitions per day
[40]. In other words, level-ground walking and stand-to-sit
movements could each regenerate ~64,676 Joules and ~1,560
Joules of total electrical energy per day, respectively. Here we
assume sufficient power electronics to control the bidirectional
flow of electrical power between the motor and onboard battery. Although electrical regeneration during level-ground
walking can theoretically regenerate more energy than standto-sit movements over an extended period (i.e., assuming
healthy biomechanical data and activity levels), there are projected advantages to energy regeneration from stand-to-sit
movements, as subsequently discussed.
Control of regenerative actuators is notoriously challenging
[5]. However, the actuator control during stand-to-sit movements would have higher tolerances to reference tracking errors
since the joint biomechanical energies are almost entirely negative (see Fig. 7). In comparison, energy regeneration during
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level-ground walking would require more robust actuator control since the joint biomechanical energies are intermittent, multidirectional, and time-varying (see Fig. 1). Inaccurate and/or
delayed reference tracking could result in regenerating energy
during periods of positive mechanical work. Unlike regenerative braking, generating electricity from exerting positive mechanical work would require the human muscles to actively
backdrive the actuator-transmission system, therein increasing
the metabolic power consumption and decreasing the overall
system efficiency [19]-[20], [25]-[26]. These energetic consequences are especially pertinent to aging and rehabilitation populations who already exhibit more inefficient walking [3].
There are advantages and disadvantages to energy regeneration
from different human movements (e.g., stand-to-sit movements
may regenerate less energy per day than level-ground walking,
but can facilitate more robust reference tracking and control).
For maximum efficiency and battery performance, robotic exoskeletons and prostheses should regenerate energy from many
different negative mechanical work movements (i.e., walking,
sitting down, and ramp and stair descent).
Our regeneration performance calculations were based on
healthy young adults, therein requiring several assumptions and
extrapolations to aging and rehabilitation populations. Healthy
young adults have self-selected walking speeds ~1.35 m/s and
walk between 6,000 and 13,000 steps/day [3]. In contrast, older
adults typically walk slower and shorter distances. Approximately 50% of individuals over 65 years walk less than 5000
steps/day [3]. These activity levels are further diminished in
persons with neuromusculoskeletal conditions. For instance,
those with incomplete spinal cord injuries walk ~1,640
steps/day [3]. These population differences, especially in walking speed, have implications on regeneration performance. Empirical studies of robotic exoskeletons and prostheses with regenerative actuators have shown a positive correlation between
walking speed and both electrical energy regeneration and efficiency (i.e., faster walking generates more electricity and more
efficiently) [15]-[16], [21], [23], [25]-[26], [33]. For a given

Powertrain System Model
Electric Motor
Actuator

τθPT

Mechanical
Power
Transmission

VI

τθ
Storage
Device

Joint
Biomechanical
Load

Fig. 8 Example of an exoskeleton/prosthesis powertrain system model,
including an energy storage device, electric motor, mechanical power
transmission (PT), and biomechanical load. The arrows represent the
bidirectional flow of electrical (VI) and mechanical (̇ ) power during
motoring and generating operations.
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back EMF constant, an electric motor generates a voltage proportional to rotational speed. Slower walking speeds would
backdrive an electric motor with lower rotational speeds and
therefore generate less electricity. Motors are also typically less
efficient when generating torques at lower speeds due to Joule
heating. For example, a recent study [33] showed that increasing walking speed from 0.9 m/s to 1.6 m/s increased power conversion efficiency from 40% to 59%. Taking into consideration
the biomechanical and activity level differences between
healthy young adults and mobility-impaired individuals, and
the implications of such differences on energy regeneration and
efficiency, future research should include seniors and/or rehabilitation patients to improve our regeneration performance calculations.
V. CONCLUSION
Regenerative actuators can extend the operating durations of
robotic exoskeletons and prostheses by converting the otherwise dissipated joint biomechanical energy during negative
work movements into electrical energy for battery recharging.
However, previous research has focused exclusively on levelground walking applications. Motivated by these limitations,
we analyzed the lower-limb joint mechanical power during
stand-to-sit movements using inverse dynamic simulations to
estimate the biomechanical energy available for electrical regeneration. The hip produced the largest peak negative mechanical power (1.8 ± 0.5 W/kg), followed by the knee (0.8 ± 0.3
W/kg) and ankle (0.2 ± 0.1 W/kg). Negative mechanical work
from the hip, knee, and ankle joints per stand-to-sit movement
were 0.35 ± 0.06 J/kg, 0.15 ± 0.08 J/kg, and 0.02 ± 0.01 J/kg,
respectively. Backdriving a modelled regenerative actuator on
each lower-limb joint using these biomechanical inputs, robotic
exoskeletons or prostheses could theoretically regenerate ~26
Joules of total electrical energy while sitting down, compared
to ~19 Joules per walking stride. Given that these regeneration
performance calculations were based on healthy young adults,
future research should expand our analyses to include aging
and/or rehabilitation populations to more accurately estimate
the biomechanical energy available for electrical regeneration.
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